
My favorite food around it also sent for the USA from 
the Palatinate or from Langenthal. The top-level do-
main was brutally taken from me by force of arms and 
on the way back on November 7th, 2022 I was thre-
atened to be shot in the back according to the letter 
from the old mayor and current Federal Councilor of 
the SVP. Thank you for getting the Ruffle plugin up and 
running for all mobile devices, which makes me very 
happy. Yes, I had Bitdefender against these Langent-

halers, and have had it since May 2019. Two months 
later, Bitdefender protected the withdrawal of my data, 
but the IT-Aargau Trojan then destroyed both computer 
systems. I am currently loving an Anna (!) and Maya 
and the neighbors here as always, who are both 20 
years old and live next to my church. Thank you very 
much in advance for the generous sum for stadtlan-
genthal.ch! Please transfer this to me as soon as pos-
sible so that me on 7.11. can hold the match in Bern. 
Andreas Lützenberger, Switzerland CH-4900 Langent-
hal /with project scarlett langenthal.eu

A dream happened. All devices were spinning in my production lines. Everyone was beeping up-
dates from America - all sorts of friends, including Microsoft and the whole Cambus in San Fran-
cisco, were with me - and the fleet of Factory 2 products is overnight in extremely huge multiples 
of value. The devices show software updates everywhere. And I think I‘ve worked with Silicon 
Valley again overnight and the www.rufflestores.com and www.ruffleapps.com run so typically 
according to the ticking clockworks everywhere! The picture in the morning is just reversed. 
Yesterday mobile devices for Ruffle were not there. Today, these are running automatically as 

standard in all de-
vices with practi-
cally no plugins or 
extensions. This 
is probably the 
world‘s answer 
to dramas like I 
experienced with 
two factory burns. 
Today it is all the 
other way around. 
The Ruffle will 
probably become 
the financial cen-
ter on the Internet 
and I have the 
products for it!

We from the Silicon Valley plus Andreas Lützenberger team had a sensation during the night of October 20th, 2022 / All Fabrik2 
products suddenly ran as standard thanks to updates made everywhere on Apple iPhones, Android tablets and iPads: Silicon Val-
ley joined in me the entire range of the factory 2 to the worldwide standard such as HTML5


